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i. pierre boulez center for new music
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The Pierre Boulez Center for New Music is located in 
dowtown Los Angeles, CA in the up and coming mu-
sic epicenter, across the street from Walt Disney Con-
cert Hall, Dorothy Chandler Concert Hall, The Colburn 
School of Muisc, and the future Broad Museum. The 
goal of the PBCNM is to be the final piece to complete 
the West coast’s very own music metropolis, much 
like New York City’s Lincoln Center. PBCNM celebrates  
and encourages the culture of New Music, encourag-
ing and faciliating its growth to reach its full potential as 
a lasting, influential musical movement.

Much like the meandering path that the music itself 
follows, the Pierre Boulez Center for New Music is a se-
ries of pavillions that define a path-- one that has many 
peaks and valleys, inspired by the musical score, for 
the user to interact with not only the architecture but by 
following the physical gesture one then stumbles upon 
both impromptu and formal settings for New Music to 
manifest.  A center for not only listening to New Music 
but for researching, experimenting, and sharing.

Program elements include a library/archival space, 
gallery/exhbibiton spaces, experimental sound labs, 
sound studio/productions, visiting composer studio, 
large concert venue, night club venue, restaurant and 
park. Square footage ~ 80,000sqft



“You want to create a one-of-
a-kind, hands-on experience 
that will raise the bar for other 
music-related attractions every-
where, as well as art museums, 
science centers and the like.”
-Greg Walsh

By encouraging engagement, 
PBCNM strives to do something 
other music museums and concert 
halls can’t: get people excited about 
New Music not just as an tempo-
rary attraction but to experience it a 
s viscerally, a pulsing beat of your 
own creation, a way to have fun.

Liquid architecture. It’s like jazz - 
you improvise, you work together, 
you play off each other, you make 
something, they make something. 
And I think it’s a way of - for me, it’s a 
way of trying to understand the city, 
and what might happen in the city.
-Frank Gehry
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OPPOSITE PAGE:  
(top) conceptual diagram 
of the musical score.  
(below) renderings of the 
Northwestern facade from 
Grand Avenue looking 
Southwest.

THIS PAGE:  
Site plan, 
Grand Level plan,
Lower Grand plan



THIS PAGE: (top) Cross Sections through 
major program elements (bottom) longitu-

dinal section through the entire site 

OPPOSITE PAGE: photographs of model, 
vicinity map orienting the PBCNM to the 

rest of the civic buildings in this area

Cross Section B
Experimental labs + Classrooms + Administration

Cross Section C
Sound Production Studios

Longitudinal Section A



N

Cross Section D
Main Concert Hall



ii. ti(d)e + lands: elastic sidewalk
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The waterfront condition is one that is unique and 
provides an amenity to the city that lies beyond the 
water’s edge. Our fascination with the water com-
pels us towards it, almost magentically. Because of 
this, the waterfront condition becomes very impor-
tant to the social and communal health of a city on 
the water. Presently, for several hundred feet along 
the San Diego bay, there is a huge disconnect be-
tween the city at large and the water. The area is 
extremely devoted to the vehicle and very little to the 
pedestrian. Hundreds of feet of concrete separate 
you from the water’s edge and then abruptly drops 
off, keeping you more distant from your fascination. 

In the years, as ocean water levels rise, this area 
could face over 600 feet of land being lost to the 
powerful and expansive pacific ocean. In an effort 
to both respond to this powerful change as well as 
re-invigorate the waterfront condition, the interstitial 
public spaces that are left must be reunited with the 
water’s edge-- re-introducing community and re-
versing the vehicular hierarchy. What the waterfront 
lacks the most is a parkway that induces leisure and 
allows people to thrive. In an effort to create harmo-
ny between the car and the person, the elastic, tra-
versable canopy brings the pedestrian up and over 
the highway, offering new opportunities to interact 
with the water’s edge and the extremities of the site. 



The existing buildings would benefit 
by retrofitting their existing condi-
tions to adapt to this parkway infra-
structure that passes over, in front 
of, through and around. As you 
move east into the city, the park 
will dissipate into the urban fabric 
both organically and gracefully. The 
employment of levees to handle 
the projected water’s edge cre-
ate opportunities for interactivity at 
the human scale. The levees also 
provide the park with the ability to 
be continually transformative on the 
water’s edge. As water levels rise, 
the edge conditions will reflect the 
new condition, allowing people to 
understand and follow its narrative.

“It has become apparent that urban 
waterfronts, whether natural or arti-
ficial, are now prime pieces of real 
estate, essential ingredients in form-
ing a community image, valuable 
stages for architectural display and 
great places for public recreation.” 
-Grady Clay 
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001. OFFSETTING: allowing light to permeate space below
002. GRADUAL LACERATIONS: calibrating elasticity of ribbons 003. ATTENTUATION: tapering the edges

004. PUSHING ELASTICITY: human interactions

SITE FLAWS
“URBAN FRACTURE”

ADDRESSING ISSUES
“URBAN LINKING”



001. OFFSETTING: allowing light to permeate space below
002. GRADUAL LACERATIONS: calibrating elasticity of ribbons 003. ATTENTUATION: tapering the edges

004. PUSHING ELASTICITY: human interactions

OPPOSITE PAGE: (top) form evolution 
diagram, existing site condition diagrams, 
early intervention diagrams, (bottom) west 
elevation of the elastic sidewalk 

THIS PAGE: overall birds eye plan view of 
project intervention and connections to 
neighboring interventions





OPPOSITE PAGE: (top) photographs 
of sectional model, perspective section 
through intervention, experiential drawings 
from various perspectives 

THIS PAGE: experiential drawings from 
various site points, cross section through 
intervention



iii. process of making: [do it yourself] library
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Process of making: [Do it yourself] Library is a proj-
ect that challenged the students to redefine the 
library typology and create a library for the twenty-
first century. The relevance of the library is not in 
question, however its ability to exude vibrance and 
activate the community has long been lost. The li-
brary is a place for consuming information and 
should not be limited to a pre-meditated selection.

As a unifying element between the San Diego State 
University campus and the surrounding residen-
tial community, the building encourages traffic on 
the north and south sides. Housing a book store, 
library, coffee shop, and workshops for engag-
ing in the act of making, the space is constantly 
active and engages the user physically while pro-
viding an educational and leisurely atmosphere.

The workshops are situated in the large window-
box volumes. These volumes highlight the process 
of making to users within the space as well as 
passersby walking along College Ave and beyond.

 
 

inquiries. inspiration. reference. 
reflection. outward expression.



What is more important in a library 
than anything else - than every-
thing else - is the fact that it exists.   
~Archibald MacLeish, “The Prem-
ise of Meaning,” American Scholar, 
5 June 1972

Books constitute capital. A library 
book lasts as long as a house, for 
hundreds of years. It is not, then, 
an article of mere consumption 
but fairly of capital, and often in 
the case of professional men, set-
ting out in life, it is their only capital.
-Thomas Jefferson

Crafts make us feel rooted, give 
us a sense of belonging and 
connect us with our history. Our 
ancestors used to create these 
crafts out of necessity, and now 
we do them for fun, to make 
money and to express ourselves.
-Phyllis George
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THIS PAGE: vicinity map showing existing 
relationships, first floor and second floor 

loft plans. 

OPPOSITE PAGE: photographs of model, 
project sections, perspective section



section b

section a
Section A

Section B

Perspective Section B
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